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31 EIGN GATE HEREFORD, HEREFORDSHIRE

Archaeological Watching Brief

A scheme of archaeological work was undertaken at 31 Eign Gate, a property that crosses the known route of the Saxon town defences in 
Hereford. The project comprised two stages an initial bore hole and environmental assessment by Worcestershire Historic Environment 
and Archaeology Service, and monitoring and excavation of features exposed during groundwork associated with the development. 
Radiocarbon dates from the first stage of work indicate that all the ditch silts and thus the profile of the ditch are probably late Saxon 
in date and relate to Harold Godwinson’s reinforcement of the town in 1056. 

Archaeological monitoring demonstrated that medieval stone wall structures and associated stratigraphy survived at the front (north 
end) of the site. It also established the presence of possible rampart deposits at the back (south) of the site and the top of a stone wall 
which could also be associated with a later phase of the Saxon rampart. 

INTRODUCTION1. 

Headland Archaeology (UK) Ltd were commissioned by 
E.D.P (Environmental Dimension Partnership) on behalf 
of the client Dr A Kotecha to undertake monitoring of 
ground works at 31 Eign Gate Hereford, Herefordshire. 
This followed a WHEAS investigation of the Saxon 
defences of Hereford carried out in 2011. The programme 
of archaeological fieldwork was in connection with 
planning permission ref DCCW2009/010/F. 

The site comprises a vacant north-south orientated plot 
running between West Street at the south and Eign Gate at 
the north located at NGR SO 508 400 and lying at around 
55.9m OD. It crosses the line of the 9th century Saxon 
defences, including the massive and archaeologically rich 
defensive ditch (Boucher & Thomas 2002: 9). A heritage 
statement submitted with the planning application 
(Pikes 2009) concluded that whilst the site was located 
in an archaeologically sensitive area, much of the upper 
defensive ditch and presumably, traces of earlier or later 
settlement were likely to have been destroyed by 20th 
century cellaring. However, the heritage statement also 
concluded that the site had the potential to provide 
information from surviving later fills of the ditch (when 
it was used as a sewer) on local activities in the medieval 
period; and identified a potential for the survival of 
remains relating to high status late medieval buildings.

OBJECTIVES2. 

The objectives of the excavation were as follows:

To enable the development by fulfilling the •	
archaeological condition to the satisfaction of the 
planning authority;

To ensure the excavation and recording of any •	
archaeological remains that would be disturbed 
by the development;

To look for evidence of the survival of the upper •	
fills of the Saxon defensive ditch in this area;

To establish the nature of human activity in and •	
around the site; 

To produce and deposit a satisfactory archive •	
and disseminate the results of the work via 
grey-literature reporting and publication as 
appropriate.

METHOD3. 

Ground disturbing works were monitored by an 
archaeologist, who attended site during all groundworks. 
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Work on the site was constrained by the lack of space 
available, which already small, also needed room to store 
materials being used. 

Modern and late post-medieval deposits were removed 
from within the building all the way back to the West 
Street frontage. This was done by machine to a depth of 
between 0.7m and 0.9m below the finished level intended 
for the new floor. This formed the bulk of the digging. 

A main drain run with connecting service branches was 
excavated through the entire length of the site, as deep 
as 1.9m below floor level within the building, grading to 
1.2m below floor level by the West Street frontage. A series 
of cored piles were excavated as part of the foundation 
design. A log of the depth and the deposits encountered 
was recorded. Areas of the site were prioritised based 
on the findings from the strip. Monitoring covered the 
reduction of the ground level, the excavation of the drains 
and the piling carried out on the site.

Stratified medieval and potentially Saxon deposits were 
encountered but due to the constrained conditions on site 
it was not possible to take soil samples.

Finds include pottery, tile, animal bone and iron slag. 

Site recording included context records, photography, 
drawings on drafting film as well as sketches and day 
notes in a site diary.

Recording3.1 
All recording followed IfA Standards and Guidance. All 
recording was undertaken on proforma record cards. 

Stratified deposits encountered were compiled on a ‘Harris’ 
matrix. 35mm colour transparencies and black&white 
prints were taken; a graduated metric scale was clearly 
visible in all photographs. 

Digital photographs were taken for illustrative purposes 
only and will not form a part of the site archive.

Plans of the areas disturbed during the watching brief were 
produced on proforma record sheets at 1:100 scale, with 
specific sections drawn at 1:20 or in the case of the long 
site section 1:100. Records from the watching brief will be 
integrated with the main report for archival purposes.

RESULTS FROM THE WATCHING 4. 
BRIEF

The finished floor level was used as the datum for the 
site, being approximately 56.08m AOD. The strip of the 
modern and late post-medieval deposits removed up to 
0.7m of overburden and generally did not expose any 
features of significant archaeological interest. However, 

at the south end of the site where the strip was deeper 
(up to 0.9m below finished floor level), deposits that were 
probably part of the Saxon rampart, including a later 
stone wall were identified and recorded (Illus 3). These 
features are bullet pointed in the section below.

The excavation of the drain run and service branches, 
for the majority of the excavation revealed no features of 
archaeological significance. However there were some areas 
along the drain run where archaeological features were 
present. Within the southern part of the shop building 
fronting Eign Gate (Illus 5), a medieval feature contained 
finds dating from the 13th and 14th centuries, and stratified 
medieval deposits containing pottery dating from the late 
11th to 13th centuries were identified, the medieval deposits 
had been cut by several post-medieval features. Also within 
the building, on the west side, a massive stone cellar wall 
was identified underlying the timber framed building 
that has been absorbed into the structure of the later, still 
standing 18th century building (Illus 4). This wall must be 
contemporary with or earlier than the (16th/17th century) 
timber framed building. On the north side of this wall was 
the 18th century equivalent brick cellar wall and on the 
north side of that again was a modern concrete block wall. 

The possible southern edge of an east-west aligned ditch 
was identified towards the south of the site. The findings 
are bullet pointed in the section below. 

The piling produced finds, mostly pottery and animal 
bone from the 17th and later centuries, but also including 
some medieval pottery. The pile logs gave information 
that helped identify the nature of underlying unexcavated 
deposits, and combined with the evidence from previous 
work carried out on the site and the adjacent areas builds 
a rough profile of the large Saxon ditch associated with 
Earl Harold identified by previous work (Illus 5). 

Modern/late post-medieval bulk deposits 4.1 
and features

1003, 1004, 1008 modern building-srtructural 
remains/concrete foundations

1000 the modern and later post-medieval 
overburden

1007 un-bonded brick lined well

1012 modern backfill of recently demolished 18th 
century building

1005/1006 18th century brick building wall and floor

1009/1010 modern cut features

1011, 1013, 1014, 1016, 1018, 1027 18th century 
building walls
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1024, 1028 post-medieval cobbled surfaces

1020, 1021, 1022, 1023, 1025 post-medieval, internal 
occupation/floor layers

1041, 1043, 1044, 1045, 1040 fills and cut of post-
medieval feature, probably a pit

1001, 1002, 1030, 1031 post-medieval bulk deposits

1036, 1058 post-medieval fill and cut feature

1054 post-medieval feature

Late medieval or post-medieval features 4.2 
and deposits

1032 latest fill of the Saxon ditch

1033 fill of the Saxon ditch

1026 un-dateable possible floor layer

1042 stone basement wall, contemporary with or 
pre-dating the timber framed building

1029, 1034 pockets remaining of deposits containing 
late medieval/post-medieval pottery

1046 charcoal deposit

Medieval deposits and features4.3 
1037 red clay surface, probable floor?

1051, 1052, 1053, 1056 medieval fill and cut feature, 
probably a pit

1047, 1055, 1048, 1049, 1050 medieval occupation 
deposits/surfaces

Medieval or Saxon features or deposits4.4 
1015 east-west aligned wall on top of the Saxon 

rampart

1017 possible Saxon turf rampart, much disturbed 
by later activity

1035 possible Saxon silty clay rampart

Fluvioglacial gravel deposits, probably 4.5 
natural

1038, 1039 pinkish/brownish compacted gravel natural?

1050 pinkish/brownish compacted gravel natural

DISCUSSION5. 

The Saxon rampart and possible 5.1 
associated wall

The earliest known defences of the City of Hereford 
were built by the Mercian King Offa in the mid 9th 
century. The strip of the southern area of the site revealed 
evidence potentially relating to the later 11th century 
Saxon defences of the City. The evidence consisted of 
two deposits one containing turf (1017), the other a silty 
clay (1035), that may be part of the rampart, topped by 
a stone and clay bonded wall (1015) that aligned east-
west. The upper deposit (1017) contained turf and had 
been much disturbed by later activity. This deposit is 
similar to the description of the known rampart sequence 
previously published by Ron Shoesmith (1982). Finds 
from the upper deposit were mostly post-medieval, 
reflecting the disturbance seen. The underlying deposit 
(1035) was undisturbed and consisted of silty clay. No 
dateable finds were present in this deposit. The section 
of rampart fronted by a stone wall excavated in Victoria 
Street by Ron Shoesmith in 1967 may be comparable 
to the section identified on the site (see Figs 22 and 23 
in Shoesmith 1982, CBA 46, p. 33 and 34). Adjacent to 
and partly overlying a demolished part of the wall was 
a small isolated deposit (1024/1029) containing pottery 
that dated to the 16th or 17th century.

Illus 3
Possible Saxon defense wall remains (1015) looking E
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The Late Saxon ditch5.2 
The excavation of the main drain run (aligned 
north-south through the site) exposed part of 
what may be the top of the south edge of the 
Saxon ditch. The feature was located to the 
north of the stone wall (1015), and was dug as 
part of the refortification of the City by Earl 
Harold Godwinson in 1056 after the sacking 
of the City in 1055. Though the evidence 
present was slight due to the shallow depth 
of the trench, and truncation by the adjacent 
cellar of a now demolished 18th century 
building that formerly fronted onto West 
Street, it was enough to identify the top of 
the rise of the possible gravel bank. The gravel 
rise appears to fit very well with the model 
previously produced by Ron Shoesmith and 
others who have carried out excavations on 
nearby and adjacent sites. 

Worcestershire Historic Environment and 
Archaeology Service carried out a borehole 
survey on the site, which suggested that the 
ditch was probably flat bottomed and subject to slow 
moving stream channels depositing soft organic clay in 
a low energy environment. A C14 sample collected from 
the lowest level of the ditch fills gave a date range of 
1020–1190 ad. A sample taken from a slightly higher 
deposit in the sequence gave a date range of 1040–1220 
ad. These dates suggest that the ditch had been part of the 
later phase of refortification carried out by Earl Harold 
Godwinson in 1056. The nature of the fills implied 
that the ditch was probably abandoned not long after 
it was dug and as well as it slowly filling itself through 
collapse of the sides, was also used as a convenient place 
to dispose of rubbish, both domestic and industrial. The 
abandonment of the ditch is probably entirely due to 
the re organisation of the city by William Fitz Osbern 
who established a new market to the north and east of 
the site, thus the defensive need for the ditch was lost 
and it became obsolete. The finds from the later deposits 
suggest that the ditch was probably still being filled into 
the 16th century. 

A borehole survey was also carried out by Intégral Ltd, 
which describes a similar sequence of deposits to those 
described by WHEAS, confirming that the ditch appears 
to bottom at between 3m and 4m below present ground 
level of around 55.9m AOD. 

The information from the pile logs was combined with 
the evidence from the previous borehole logs. From the 
combined information, it appears that the natural gravel 
level drops by between 1m and 1.5m from west to east 
across the site between the positions of the 18th century 
buildings at both the north and south frontages of the 
site. The drop in level possibly suggests a feature of some 
sort below the supposed base level of the Saxon ditch, 
presently nothing is known about such a feature but it is 

may be related to the water channels that underlie this 
part of the city. 

The medieval deposits/features5.3 
Stratified deposits of medieval date were encountered in 
the south-eastern quarter of the standing shop building 
fronting onto Eign Gate during the excavations for new 
drains. The nature of the earliest of these deposits, though 
heavily truncated by later activity, suggested occupation and 
hard standing, possibly a path, road or surface composed 
of compacted gravel (1048, 1049). At the eastern extent of 
the drain run within the building, a mixed silty deposit 
(1038) containing pottery, stone roof tile and abundant 
animal bone was identified. The pottery from the deposit 
dated between the 11th and early 13th centuries. The 
relationship between this deposit and the gravel deposits 
is unclear, as later features have removed the evidence 
connecting them, but the pottery from the earlier of the 
two compacted gravel layers (1049) dated to the later 13th 
century, suggesting these deposits are probably a little later 
in date than the silt deposit. Two thin bands of silt (1055, 
1047) built up over the gravels, no dateable artefacts were 
present to date these layers, but they suggest that the gravel 
surface became redundant or went out of use. A feature 
[1056] containing at least three separate fills was probably 
a refuse pit cut through these silt and gravel deposits. The 
pottery from the earliest exposed fill of this feature (1053) 
dated to between the mid 13th and 14th centuries. This 
would suggest that the surface was out of use before the 
end of the 14th century. Overlying and sealing all the 
above features and deposits was a layer of compacted red 
clay (1037), slightly sloping down towards the east that may 
have been a floor or surface layer, suggesting the presence a 
medieval building on this part of the site. The exposed part 
of the deposit contained no finds or inclusions of any kind. 

Illus 4
Basement wall (1042) facing N
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Sections through medieval deposits
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The post-medieval deposits/features5.4 
Cutting the red clay layer and thus later in date were two 
features. Feature [1040] contained at least four separate 
fills (1045, 1044, 1043, 1041) within which were pottery 
finds and animal bone. The pottery mostly dated to the 
16th or 17th centuries, but also included a few pieces 
of pottery and roof tile that dated to the 14th or 15th 
centuries, probably residual finds from an earlier deposit. 
The second of the features ([1057] filled by 1054) also 
contained pottery that dated to the 16th or 17th centuries 
and appears to be truncated by the 18th century brick 
building (the shop still fronting Eign Gate). 

A large deep feature [1058] was located within the south-
west part of the building that contained what appeared 
to be a single fill (1036). The fill contained lots of brick 
and stone rubble as well as animal bone and pottery. The 
pottery dates ranged from the 17th and 18th centuries 
generally with a single sherd that could have dated to the 
15th to 17th centuries. This feature butted the south face 
of a massive stone wall (1042) that was bonded with clay. 
Some of the stones used in the wall measured circa 0.45m 
high by 0.4m wide by 0.4m deep. This wall appears to 
be the earliest in a sequence of three cellar walls and this 
one fits nicely to the 17th century timber framed building 
above, which is now encased within the east and west 
walls of the 18th century brick building. Whether the 
cellar was built for the timber frame building or is of 
an earlier date is uncertain, medieval cellars are known 
to have survived until recent times in buildings located 
very close by. The cellar was accessed via a spiral stairwell 
located in the south-east corner of the timber building. 
This stairwell was retained until the cellar went out of 
use quite recently. 

The post-medieval features mentioned above probably 
related to the lifetime of the timber framed building. 

The 18th century and later5.5 
Probably in the 18th century when the present shop was 
built, some repairs or alterations were made to the stone 
wall using brick. Probably only a little later a brick cellar 
wall was constructed on the north side of the stone wall. 
More recently a concrete block wall was built on the north 
side of the brick wall and the cellar has since been filled in.

Overlying and sealing those features were deposits and 
floor levels that all related to the construction period and 
later use of the 18th century brick building. The deposits 
included remnants of pebble (1022) and cobbled surfaces 
(1024) as well as two separate brick floors (1021, 1022) 
and a banded ash deposit (1025). A mixed silty layer 
(1019), possibly a modern levelling layer covered and 
sealed all the earlier deposits and was finally covered by a 
thin concrete surface. 

Features dating to the 18th century were identified during 
the strip of the yard to the south of the standing building. 

A well (1007) was located close to the east boundary near 
the middle of the site. The well was constructed using 
un-bonded brick, the shaft was dry and measured around 
3.2m to the silting at the bottom. On the west side of the 
site the partial remains of a rectangular brick building 
(1005) with remains of an internal brick floor (1006) was 
identified, the structure appears on Taylors 1757 map 
of the City and is also shown on the 1886 First Edition 
Ordnance Survey map. The structure was probably part 
of the 18thc brick shop building fronting onto Eign Gate. 
The lack of bonding scars on the south facing elevation 
of the building suggests it was probably a single storey 
structure, demolished prior to modern reconstruction 
and extension of the building (1004).

The strip also exposed buried walls including the 
backfilled cellar of the recently demolished 18th century 
building (walls 1011, 1014, 1013) that formerly fronted 
onto West Street. This building also appears on Taylor’s 
1757 map of the City and the 1886 First Edition Ordnance 
Survey map. 

CONCLUSION6. 

Work at 31 Eign Gate has not only demonstrated that 
ditch deposits survive beneath the site as would be 
expected, but also that stratified medieval deposits seem 
to occur towards the front of the site and substantially 
well preserved remains of the Saxon rampart may be 
present at the rear of the site including a stone wall 
possibly associated with it.
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APPENDICES8. 

Site registersAppendix 1 

Drawing registerAppendix 1.1 

Drawing Plan / section Scale Description 

1 Plan 1:100 Site plan locating features, deposits and structures identified during the strip

2 Plan 1:100 Site plan locating new drain runs (overlay to Drawing 1)

3 Section 1:20 West facing section from the far south end of the site

4 Section 1:20 West facing section, post-medieval deposits in the south-east part of the building 

5 Section 1:20 East facing section, post-medieval deposits in the south-west part of the building

6 Section 1:20 West facing section, (incomplete) of existing drain run showing banded deposits, medieval and post-medieval

7 Section 1:20 East facing section of the new drain run showing post-medieval and modern deposits and structures.

8 Section N/A Sketch east facing section of the main drain run in the site note book

9 Section N/A Sketch east facing section of the main drain run in the site note book

10 Section N/A Sketch west facing section of the main drain run in the site note book

11 Section N/A Sketch west facing section of the main drain run in the site note book

12 Section 1:20 South facing section, eastern arm of drains from within the southern part of the building

13 Section 1:100 Long section, west facing, includes location of features, deposits, piles and bore hole survey information

14 Section 1:100 
schematic

 Pile profiles, pile numbers 1–11

Photographic registerAppendix 1.2 
Digital photography was used as part of the site record but as it does not form part of the site archive the numbers for 
digital photographs are not included in the table below.

Photo C/S B&W Facing Description 

35 36 36 SW North facing side, best surviving part of a dressed stone wall (1015), clay bonded, possibly Saxon defence 
wall. On north face of Offas rampart of the 9thc, south side of Harolds 11th c ditch. 

36 35 35 W Brick basement wall (1014) of former 18thc building that fronted onto West Street.

37 34 34 E Brick basement wall (1014) of former 18thc building that fronted onto West Street.

38 33 33 S Dressed rubble wall (1015), more exposed by excavation and hand cleaned. Towards the west end of the 
structure.

39 32 32 S Section of (1015) as in shot 38 but cleaned up and including 1m scale bar.

40 31 31 S Moving towards the east, next 1m section of (1015) cleaned up and including 1m scale bar.

41 30 30 S Moving towards the east, next 1m section of (1015) cleaned up and including 1m scale bar.

42 29 29 S Moving towards the east, next 1m section of (1015) cleaned up and including 1m scale bar.

43 28 28 W Photo along the length of the surviving part of structure 1015, cleaned up and including 1m scale bar.

44 27 27 E Photo along the length of the surviving part of structure 1015, cleaned up and including 1m scale bar.

156 26 26 W Stone wall (z) exposed by collapsed section in west arm of the drain run (internal to the building). The wall 
is a former basement wall, appears to fit the timber framing and must be at least as old as that building 
(c16th–17th?). It could be a medieval cellar as found farther up this road?

160 25 25 N Stone wall (1042), former basement wall, fits the timber framing, must be at least as old as that building 
(c16th–17th?), could be a medieval cellar?
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Photo C/S B&W Facing Description 

161 24 24 N Stone wall (1042), former basement wall, fits the timber framing, must be at least as old as that building (c 
16th–17th?), could be a medieval cellar?

162 23 23 N South facing section. Eastern run of internal drains. Stratified medieval archaeology with inter cutting features 
and a possible red clay floor layer, 1m of the section starting at the east end, moving towards the west in the 
following photos.

163 22 22 N South facing section. Eastern run of internal drains. Stratified medieval archaeology with inter cutting features 
and a possible red clay floor layer. Second meter moving west.

164 21 21 N South facing section. Eastern run of internal drains. Stratified medieval archaeology with inter cutting features 
and a possible red clay floor layer. Third meter moving west.

165 20 20 N South facing section. Eastern run of internal drains. Stratified medieval archaeology with inter cutting features 
and a possible red clay floor layer. Fourth meter moving west.

166 Battery failure 19 N South facing section. Eastern run of internal drains. Stratified medieval archaeology with inter cutting features 
and a possible red clay floor layer. Fifth meter moving west.

Context registerAppendix 1.3 
Fifty-nine context numbers were used to record the findings on site, the following table describes only the significant 
archaeological deposits. No post-medieval or modern contexts are described here. The full records for these contexts 
will be found in the site archive.

Context Type Dimesions Description

1000–1014 post-med/mod N/A N/A

1015 Structure 5m+ long by 0.8m 
wide

Linear stone wall, dressed rubble block faces, bonded with brown clay. Possibly part of the Saxon defences, c 
11th century. Below (1000) above (1035) and (1017).

1016 post-med/mod N/A N/A

1017 Deposit c 0.2m deep, extent 
not seen 

Deposit consists of dark brown clay with peaty inclusions. Possibly formerly turf? Possibly disturbed upper part 
of the Saxon defensive rampart c11th century. Some post-medieval finds in the deposit due to disturbing 
activity in the post-med period. Occasional mortar/charcoal flecks and gritty/fine gravely inclusions. Below 
(1015) above (1035).

1018–1025 post-med/mod N/A N/A

1026 Deposit c 0.08m deep 
extent not seen

Pale yellowish, grey-brown silt or clayish silt. Moist texture, fine grained no inclusions seen. Possibly the 
uppermost of the medieval deposits, all activity above this deposit is post-medieval. No dateable evidence 
from this deposit. Deposit has the appearance of alluvium. Below (1025) above (1037).

1027-1033 post-med/mod N/A N/A

1034 Deposit c +1m² by less than 
0.2m thick

Mixed deposit of silty clay, including a mixed assortment of stones and containing medieval pottery and 
charcoal. Deposit located on the south side of and partly overlying stone wall (1015). Deposit extent not 
possible to ascertain due to restricted excavation space. Possible midden? Above (1015) and (1017).

1035 Deposit Extent uncertain Dark olive green clayish silt with tiny grit and small pebble inclusions. Two pieces of animal bone also found 
(possibly worth considering for c 14 dating?). This deposit is probably part of the rampart of the c11th century 
Saxon defence line. Below (1017). 

1036 post-med/mod N/A N/A

1037 Deposit +3.3m by 0.06m 
thick

Red clay layer, possible medieval floor surface? Cut by post-medieval features. Features below were all medieval 
deposits and cut features. Below (1026) above (1038, 1051, (1047) cut by (1046), cut by [1040].

1038 Deposit 0.84m wide by 
0.24m thick

Dark greyish –greenish brown mixed silty deposit. Coarse grained, loos-ish consistency. Inclusions of small 
rounded/sub rounded pebble size stones, frequent charcoal flecks. Possible occupation horizon or levelling 
deposit. Contains exclusively B2 cooking pot, mid 11th to early 13th, animal bone. Below (1037) above (1039), 
cut by [1040].

1039 Deposit +1.2m wide by 
+0.22m thick 

Pale reddish grey, compacted gravel and fine silt. Possibly the natural Fluvioglacial deposit. Possibly re-
deposited, but in situ seems more likely. Below (1038), cut by [1040].

1040–1045 post-medieval 
feature

N/A N/A
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Context Type Dimesions Description

1046 Deposit 0.46m wide by 
0.06m thick

Charcoal/ash deposit, possible burning in situ, cutting into or at least disturbing layer (1037). No dating 
evidence. Above (1037) possibly below (1026). 

1047 Deposit 0.58m wide by 
0.04m thick

Red brown friable silt. No inclusions. Thin deposit, possibly bedding for overlying red clay layer (1037)or 
occupation horizon, above (1055), cut by [1056].

1048 Deposit 0.58m wide by 
0.12m thick

Red brown compacted gravely silt deposit. The compaction could imply a surface such as path, possibly even a 
road? Above (1049) below (1055), cut by [1056].

1049 Deposit 0.58m wide by 
0.16m thick

Grey brown compacted gravel, some silt inclusion. Re-deposited natural gravel, path or road? Underlies and 
pre-dates (1048). Above (1050) below (1048), cut by [1056].

1050 Natural 0.58m wide by 
+0.26m thick

Pinkish gravel, natural Fluvioglacial deposit. 

1051 Fill 0.7m wide by 
+0.16m thick

Uppermost fill of [1056], Red brown mixed deposit consisting mostly of firmly compacted gritty silt. Medieval 
feature fill. Above fill (1052) cut by [1040].

1052 Fill 0.7m wide by 
+0.28m thick

Penultimate fill of [1056], Consisting of Grey brown mixed deposit consisting of firmly compacted gritty silt 
containing a number of cobble sized stones both angular and sub angular. Medieval feature fill. Below (1051), 
above (1053) cut by [1040].

1053 Fill 0.7m wide by 
+0.28m thick

Lower fill of [1056], Mixed deposit consisting of compacted but friable dry fine grained dark grey brown silt. 
Medieval feature fill. Pottery finds are all medieval. Below (1052), cut by [1040].

1054 Post-medieval 
feature

N/A N/A

1055 Deposit 0.7m wide by 
+0.28m thick

Friable, powdery, grey clay silt band. Contains specks of charcoal and fine grit. Possible occupation horizon. 
Below (1047), above (1048), cut by (1056). 

1056 Cut +0.7m wide by 
+0.5m thick

Vertical (west side at least) sided cut. Feature contains fills (1053) (1052) (1051). The feature has been cut on its 
east side by a later ‘pit’ feature [1040].   from fill (1053) suggest this feature is medieval. Cuts layer (1047), sealed 
by (1037).

1057–1059 Post-medieval 
and later features

N/A N/A
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Pit 1053 contained a sherd of 13th to 14th century 
Herefordshire fabric A4, together with fabric B1 and 
a small sherd of fabric C2 with stamped decoration. 
Two sherds of fabric C1 may have been residual or may 
suggest a date for the context at the beginning of the 13th 
century. 

Context 1059 contained five sherds of a jug or pitcher in 
Herefordshire fabric A7b together with the rim of a jar in 
Malvernian fabric B1. The jar rim may have been residual 
in the context as it suggested a date in the later 12th or 
early 13th century while fabric A7b is thought to date 
from the middleof the 13th century onwards. 

Of later medieval or early post-medieval date was a 
sherd of a dripping pan in Malvernian fabric B4, heavily 
sooted on the exterior. There was a trace of a glaze on 
the interior. These vessels date to the early 15th century 
onwards. 

Post-medieval
Dating to the earlier post-medieval period were sherds of 
flared bowls in Malvernian oxidised glazed ware (fabric B4) 
found in contexts 1031, 1040 and 1041. The form dates to 
the 16th to 17th centuries. Two sherds of Cistercian type 
ware date to the 16th century, one of these, however, was 
recovered from context 1030, in which a number of later 
redwares were also present, implying that the Cistercian 
ware was residual in the context. 

Context 1036 was of 17th to 18th century date and 
included pottery with trailed slip decoration, probably 
from the local kilns at Whitney or Newent. From the 
same context came three sherds of Staffordshire Slipwares, 
with jewelled slip decoration. 

Pottery from general topsoil layer, context 1000– 
included a sherd of a tin glazed plate with cobalt painted 
decoration and a stoneware inkpot dating to the end of 
the 19th or beginning of the 20th centuries. 

Pottery assessmentAppendix 2 

by Kath Crooks

Introduction
A total of 89 sherds of pottery were recovered from the 
watching brief at Eign Gate, Hereford, 74 of which were 
from stratified contexts or from the pile holes. A number 
of sherds were not stratified in archaeological contexts; 
those of interest have been commented upon, although 
they were not catalogued. 

The pottery ranged in date between the later 11th century 
and the modern period. Seventeen of the sherds were of 
medieval date, with the remainder dating from the post-
medieval period. 

The medieval pottery

Saxo-Norman
The earliest pottery recovered from the site was from 
context 1038, which contained three sherds from cooking 
pots or jars in Cotswold fabric D2, dated in Hereford 
from the end of the 11th into the earliest part of the 13th 
century. From the same context was a rim of a jar in 
Worcester fabric C1, thought to be of similar date in the 
city. Although the sample was small the lack of other, 
later, fabrics such as Malvernian jars might suggest the 
earlier date within this range.

Medieval
Pile 9 yielded a much damaged sherd of fabric C1 and a 
rim (Bryant type 3) of a Malvernian jar. The two sherds 
would imply the presence of early 13th century deposits 
on this part of the site. 

Also of 13th century date were five large sherds of a highly 
decorated jug in fabric C2 from context 1049. In addition to 
a frilled base this vessel was decorated with roller stamped 
lozenges beneath the green glaze. The sherds were found 
with non-diagnostic Malvernian cooking pots dating to 
between the 12th and the 14th centuries. 

Trench Context Material Qty Object Description Spot Date Period

– 1000 ceramic 14 pottery Includes Staffordshire wares and tin glazed type. Also modern English 
Stonewares

18-e20th c modern

– 1000 ceramic 3 pottery 2 sherds local slipwares. Single sherd C1 – much abraded. 18th c –

– 1000 ceramic 2 pottery Shallow bowl in local redware. Internal tan glaze 17th - e18th c –

Pile 2 – ceramic 3 pottery Staffordshire redwares 18th c –

Pile 4 – ceramic 1 pottery Staffordshire redwares 18th c –

Pile 8 – ceramic 2 pottery Staffordshire redware and slipware 17th – 18th c –

Pile 9 – ceramic 2 pottery Fabric B1 jar rim Bryant type 3 (13th c) C1 abraded fragment 13th c –
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Trench Context Material Qty Object Description Spot Date Period

Pile 11 – ceramic 1 CBM Fabric A10 rooftile fragment 18th c –

– 1017 ceramic 1 Pottery FabricB4 probably a dripping pan, sooted ext with traces internal gl Form e15th onward –

– 1030 ceramic 5 pottery 1 sherd B4 (14th c on) 1 Cistercian type. Remainder post-medieval 
redwares

17th – 18th c –

– 1031 ceramic 2 pottery Fabric B4 - flared bowl. Form 16th -17th c –

– 1034 ceramic 1 pottery Fabric B4 - base of either jug or jar. No glaze 15th - 17th c –

– 1036 ceramic 3 pottery 3 sherds Staffordshire jewelled slipware, 17th to 18th c –

1036 ceramic 3 pottery 3 sherds local slipware (Newent or Witney type) 17th to 18thc –

– 1036 ceramic 4 pottery Local redwares 17th to e18th c –

– 1036 ceramic 2 pottery B4. One? jar, one non diagnostic with internal clear speckled glaze 15th to 17th c –

– 1036 ceramic 1 pottery Large sherd of bowl. Internal tan glaze. Pouring lip at rim 17th/18th c –

– 1038 ceramic 3 pottery 3 sherds fabric D2 L11th to 12th c –

– 1038 ceramic 1 pottery Rim fabric C1. Bryant type 3 12th c –

– 1040 ceramic 2 pottery B4 flared bowl. Brown glazed Borders ware 17th c –

– 1040 ceramic 1 CBM B4 rooftile. No glaze. 15th -17th –

– 1041 ceramic 1 pottery 1 sherd? Midlands yellow ware, greenish yellow glaze 17th c –

– 1041 ceramic 1 pottery Flared bowl fabric B4 16th to 17th c –

– 1041 ceramic 1 pottery Local brown/black glazed redware 17th c –

– 1044 ceramic 1 pottery Probable flared bowl in B4/5. internal tan glaze 16th to 17th century. 
Red slip = 17th ?

–

– 1044 ceramic 1 CBM B4 roof tile 15th to 15th c –

– 1049 ceramic 4 pottery Jug in fabric C2. frilled base, external green glaze, roller stamped lozenge 
decoration

13th c –

– 1049 ceramic 2 pottery Sherds of jar/cook pot in fabric B1 12th to 14th c –

– 1049 ceramic 1 pottery Base fragment jug or pitcher in fabric C2 13th c –

– 1053 ceramic 1 pottery Jug sherd fabric C2 - rollerstamp 13th c –

– 1053 ceramic 1 pottery Sherd jug/ tripod pitcher fabric A4 13th to 14th c –

– 1053 ceramic 2 pottery Sherds jar in fabric C1 L11th to 12th c –

– 1053 ceramic 2 pottery Sherds jar in fabric B1 12th to 14th c –

– 1054 ceramic 2 pottery Sherd cup etc in Cistercian type ware. Sherd A7d. internal and external 
glaze

16th to 17th c –

– 1059 ceramic 1 pottery Sherd B4 with internal oxidised/unfluxed gl 14th to 17th c –
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